Instruction manual and use for intermediate clamp mod. ARG
Intermediate for vertical mounting and immediate seating of tools

Keys:









safety lock (5)
wedge to regulate the intermediate height (9)
screw to fix the wedge in the right position (10)
screw to close the clamp (13)
grain to close the carter (18)
screw to close the back clamp (19)
back clamp (20)
opening seat (22)

Technical features:








height
100 mm
width 160 mm
vertical mounting of tools
immediate seating
fast clamping thanks to the central screw
heating treatment
max. bearing force 100 t/m
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Frontal mounting of punches:
Punches are pushed upwards into the clamp, which opens the system.
Therefore, no tool can be mounted in a clamp where some sectioned tools
have already been mounted because they would fall down.

System closing:
By tightening the central screw clockwise, the punch is lifted and seated
perfectly and the clamp is closed.
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Care when clamping long tools:
When clamping long tools, please take care to the instructions below. They
are very important for the system to work properly.

 Mount the tools upwards
 Make sure that all safety locks (5) are in the safety groove of the punch
tang and tighten the central screw.
 Start tightening the screw of clamps in the middle and then on the sides,
to avoid that the punch weight angles the punch sideways and affects
the right seating.
Front tool removal
A punch can be removed as usual by sliding it sideways or vertically by
opening the front clamp.
The right sequence is the following:
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Lift the punch into the opening seat of the clamp (22).
Push the punch tip, so that the safety groove of the tang is no longer
held by the clamp
3. Remove the punch vertically
1.
2.

Safety:
For operators' safety, the use of personal protective equipment is
compulsory when using this clamping system. Please read our handbook
carefully for all safety information.

Removal of sectioned tools from one intermediate:
In case of short sectioned tools mounted in the same intermediate, please
take and remove them all together to avoid their fall during the clamp
opening.
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correct
Periodic maintenance:
Intermediates don't need particular maintenance, but we recommend you
grease the central screw seat of the clamp periodically (13).
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